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Campus Views

by Julie L. Rawls

What is a college education? Visions of books, classrooms,
laboratories, and lectures may come to mind for most. These
images accurately represent the academic priority of higher
education. For me however, the picture is bigger. When I reflect
on a college education, I certainly think of scholarship but I also see
students learning beyond the boundaries of formal instruction. A
good college education not only prepares students technically for
their chosen fields, it also provides opportunities for them to grow
personally.

As I thought further about my question, I decided to put my
own definition to the test. I asked a number of students, “What is
a college education?” Carol Johnson, senior Environmental Stud-
ies major, put it best. “I think a college education is life prepara-
tion—like ‘Life 101,’ While it teaches and sharpens our mental
skills, it is also teaching and sharpening our social skills. The catch,
though, is that while a college education prepares you for ‘The
Real World,’ it is ‘The Real World’; so you’re bound to stumble and
fall. The learning part of ‘Life 101’ is about how quick you can pick
yourself up and avoid the same obstacles in the future.”

College is about learning and ESF provides students with a
superior education. We prepare them well for their careers and
we prepare them well for life. Student organization membership,
attendance at skill-building workshops, leadership conferences,
and volunteerism complement students’ curricular experiences.
Understanding and appreciating diversity, task management,
team-work, responsibility, and values clarification are among the
many skills students gain through campus involvement.

Melissa Petrin, Environmental and Forest Biology senior, serves
as a good example. “From my college experiences, I’ve gained a
greater acceptance of different views, and the confidence to try
for things I used to believe were out of my reach. I’ve also
developed better ‘people skills’ through helping new students
during orientation, collaborating with others on class projects,
and working as a shift manager at my part-time job.”

Technical training and “book smarts” alone will not serve our
students well. ESF graduates will be required to show initiative,
work with diverse colleagues, juggle competing priorities, and
follow through on commitments. Out-of-class learning helps
students to develop and exercise these necessary skills.

Just a short time ago, we welcomed more than 400 new
students to the ESF community. They were greeted by a staff of 40
energetic, involved “stumpies” who volunteeredvolunteeredvolunteeredvolunteeredvolunteered to serve as
orientation leaders. These veteran ESF’ers were walking and
talking examples of the education we facilitate. The first weekend
of the semester was a preview of the possibilities for new students.

Meetings with faculty and academic registration were certainly
priorities during orientation. Also important was introducing our
new students to the rich traditions of ESF and the many opportu-

nities for them to become ac-
tive members of the commu-
nity. The annual Activities Fair
exhibited about 25 organiza-
tions in which students could
become involved. Immediately
following was the Welcome/
Welcome Back Picnic.

First-year students, three
weeks after their arrival, were
taken on an overnight adven-
ture at nearby Highland For-
est. Co-sponsored by the Of-
fice of Student Activities and
the Bob Marshall Club, students
were introduced to the forest
and given an opportunity to
make friends within their class.

A long-standing tradition of the College is the annual Family
and Friends Fall BBQ. Students, faculty, staff, and friends of ESF
gathered in mid-September to celebrate all that this place is about.
Lectures, tours, food, and the favored Forestry Club demonstra-
tions continue to make this event a success. An important note
here is that students keep this tradition alive. A coalition of student
organizations worked together to make the event reality.

Facilitating a connection between the College and students is
a priority of the Office of Student Activities. More important,
though, is providing learning opportunities which complement
their academic experience. The Leadership, Education, Affiliation,
Development (LEAD) series is a four-session leadership seminar
offered each semester. This fall, the series focuses on risk-taking,
public speaking, personal ethics, and diversity. Students also learn
as they volunteer to assist with College events and as they plan and
coordinate annual events such as banquets, educational pro-
grams, and Earth Week celebrations.

Campus involvement enhances the undergraduate experi-
ence. It influences students’ success and serves as the foundation
for both a rewarding career and enriched personal life. Ernest L.
Boyer, chancellor emeritus of the New York State Board of
Regents, sums it up well: “…The effectiveness of the undergradu-
ate experience relates to the quality of campus life…It is not an
exaggeration to say that students who get involved stay enrolled.”

What is a college education? Yes, it’s classes, laboratories, and
field work. It is also about learning to work with others, taking on
responsibility, appreciating diversity, and defining value systems.
A college education is life preparation. At ESF, we hope that our
students will graduate having received an A+ in Life 101.

Julie L. Rawls, director of Student Activities, joined the College’s
Student Affairs staff in 1993.

ESF Education = ‘Life 101’

Julie L. Rawls
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Campus Update

Two Earn SUNY Honors
Dr. Ralph D. Nyland was one of 11

professors from State University’s 64 units
to be named a Distinguished Service Pro-
fessor by the SUNY Board of Trustees.

SUNY trustees also named Dr. Robert H.
Frey recipient of a 1997 Chancellor’s Award
for Excellence in Professional Service.

Nyland, a professor of Forestry, special-
izes in hardwood silviculture. He has been

associated with ESF since 1967, first
as a researcher with the Applied For-
estry Research Institute and in 1977
as a faculty member. Nyland has a
bachelor’s degree in forestry and a
master’s degree in silviculture from
ESF. He earned his doctorate in silvi-
culture and forest management from
Michigan State University.

Nyland’s work focuses on regen-
eration and productivity in northern
hardwoods. His work has been pub-
lished extensively in several profes-
sional journals and in a textbook,
Silviculture: Concepts and Applica-
tions, published last year.

Nyland was elected a fellow of the
Society of American Foresters in 1987 and
is the recipient of several other significant
awards including the Svend Heiberg Me-
morial Award of the New York State Forest
Owners’ Association, the U.S. Forest Ser-
vice 75th Anniversary Award for Contribu-
tions to Forestry and Conservation, and the
Northeastern Loggers’ Association Out-
standing Timber Harvesting Research
Award.

Distinguished Service Professors are rec-
ognized for international renown in their
fields and for their contributions to SUNY as
a whole and to their own campuses. Re-
cipients are also honored for their applica-
tion of intellectual skill for the benefit of
society. Distinguished Service Professors
are a rank above full professors.

Chancellor’s Awards recognize extraor-
dinary professional achievement. Frey,
dean of Instruction and Graduate Studies,
has worked at ESF for 20 years. He is
responsible for the College’s instructional
programs, including graduate and under-
graduate curriculum development, instruc-
tional development and support services,
and academic advisement.

Frey also serves as ESF’s principal liaison
to Syracuse University on curricular matters
and serves on the SU Senate. He has taught
management and public policy courses at
ESF and SU.

Frey is a former president of the
Fayetteville-Manlius Board of Education. In
1995, he received the William Krentel Award
from the Onondaga-Madison School
Boards Association in recognition of his
years of advocacy for public education in
Central New York.

Jahn Lab Dedication
Draws Smiles, Sunshine

Several hundred people turned out in
fall finery October 15 to dedicate the $22
million Edwin C. Jahn Laboratory, celebrate
the College’s world-renowned program in
chemistry, and pay homage to the man
who, 40 years ago, gave new direction
and impetus to ESF’s chemistry instruction
and research efforts.

Even Mother Nature complied, raining
brilliant sunshine and crisp breezes on the
assembled crowd and the Laboratory’s glis-
tening glass facade.

“It’s a beautiful building,” said Dean
Emeritus Jahn, whose name graces the
Laboratory. “It looks more like an art gallery
than a building for chemistry study.”

Surrounded by family and friends, Jahn
was all smiles. And most especially when
New York Governor George Pataki an-
nounced that Jahn would “pass out formu-
las to the crowd after the ceremony—
particularly the formula for living a long
and distinguished 95 years.”

In his keynote address, Pataki, along
with Attorney General Dennis Vacco, noti-
fied the federal Environmental Protection
Agency that the state intends to sue EPA for
failing to respond to New York’s petition
under the Clean Air Act that seeks reduc-
tions in air pollution emissions originating
in the Midwest and Southeast.

At a VIP luncheon preceding the cer-
emony, SUNY Board of Trustees Chairman
Thomas Egan hailed ESF’s leading role in
education in the state. Distinguished speak-
ers and guests who sang the College’s
praises also included Syracuse Mayor Roy
Bernardi, Onondaga County Executive

Above: Ralph D. Nyland;
below: Robert H. Frey
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Nicholas Pirro, and state Senator John
DeFrancisco.

 Bob Pettit, a 43-year veteran of the
College’s Physical Plant, and Jahn’s grand-
son, Eric Jahn-Clough, placed a time cap-
sule behind the building’s cornerstone.
The time capsule, scheduled to be opened
at ESF’s 150th anniversary in 2061, con-
tains a a water sample from Central New
York’s Onondaga Lake analyzed by Chem-
istry Professor John P. Hassett’s FCH 515
class, one of the original “living polymers”
developed at ESF in the 1960s, and a 1955
penny from the time capsule buried in the
Baker Laboratory cornerstone.

ESF Has ‘Outstanding
Student Life’ Program

ESF 132: Orientation Seminar was se-
lected as one of 15 “Outstanding Student
Life” programs at State University of New
York campuses by the University Faculty
Senate.

The course, designed and conducted
by Julie L. Rawls, director of Student Activi-
ties, is a one-credit orientation to the Col-
lege, college life, and individual programs
of study. It meets weekly in various loca-
tions on campus, depending on students’
curricula. The class provides first-year stu-
dents with an overview of ESF resources
available to students, study skill strategies,

and time and stress management. It also
fosters discussions on substance abuse and
other issues of concern to students, and
helps new students establish friendships
and social bonds.

The course also includes an overnight
retreat at Highland Forest collaboratively
hosted by the offuces of Student Affairs and
Academic Affairs. The retreat involved up-
per-class students as volunteer facilitators
to lead discussions.

Rawls and the College were formally
recognized at the October Faculty Senate
meeting in Buffalo, and a description of the
program is included in a compendium of
outstanding programs published by the
University Faculty Senate.

Forest Takes Root On
Campus

ESF graduate students last spring
dumped two cubic yards of compost, two
truckloads of forest soil, and two truckloads
of dead trees and woody debris onto a
roughly 36’x36’ plot in the shadow of the
College’s Moon Library.

They planted six types of ferns, four
trees donated by an alumnus, and 20 kinds
of wildflowers, including some rare species
that were about to be plowed under to
make way for an onion field. The students
added five kinds of wood-rotting fungi,

about a dozen mosses, and a handful of
lichens.

The final touch was 25 red-backed sala-
manders and 25 wood frog tadpoles to
inhabit a small pond the students dug in a
corner of the plot.

When they finished, they had a minia-
ture version of the economically and eco-
logically important northern hardwood
forest. Their goal was to learn how the
forest works by creating a self-sustaining
example.

“Everything out there should be a snap-
shot of a northern hardwood forest,” said
Dr. Donald J. Leopold, a professor in the
Faculty of Environmental and Forest Biol-
ogy, who taught the students in his “Resto-
ration of Northern Hardwoods” seminar.

He hopes local schools will use the
patch of forest as an educational tool.

“We hope kids will come,” Leopold said.
“We can let them see what our northern
hardwood forests are like because they’re
so rich. This is our way to connect them to
nature at an early age.”

Two New Faculty
Chairs Named For
Biology And Forestry

SUNY Distinguished Professor Neil H.
Ringler now heads the Faculty of Environ-
mental and Forestry Biology (EFB), while
Dr. William R. Bentley of Connecticut was
named to lead the Faculty of Forestry.

Ringler has been associated with the
College since 1975. His specialty is fish
ecology and behavior. His work has been
widely published, including several pieces
focusing on fish populations in Onondaga
Lake, Lake Ontario, and rivers in Pennsylva-
nia. His research also involves zebra mus-
sels and salmon. He teaches courses in-
cluding fisheries biology, fish ecology, eco-
logical fisheries management, and
Adirondack natural history.

Ringler received his bachelor’s degree
in biological science from California State
University at Long Beach in 1967, his
master’s degree from Oregon State Univer-
sity in 1970, and his doctorate from the
University of Michigan in 1975.

continued next page

ESF’s northern hardwood forest stands in the shadow of Moon Library.
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Campus Update,
continued

He was appointed to the rank of Distin-
guished Teaching Professor by the State
University of
New York
Board of Trust-
ees in 1993.

B e n t l e y
has 34 years
of experience
in education,
research, and
forestry opera-
tions. Before
coming to
ESF, he was
president of

Salmon Brook
Associates of
Granby, CT, a
firm that helps
organizations
develop for-
estry and en-
vironmental
programs.

He has
served on the
faculties of the
universities of
Connecticut,

Michigan, and Wisconsin, and Iowa State
University. He managed the Forestry Re-
search Division of Crown Zellerbach Corp.
during the 1970s and has worked exten-
sively overseas.

Bentley received his B.S. in forestry in
1960 from the University of California at
Berkeley, his master’s degree in forest man-
agement in 1961 from the University of
Michigan and his Ph.D. in agricultural eco-
nomics in 1965 from UC Berkeley.

What Makes A
Classroom Smart?

Historically, it’s been the professor lead-
ing the class.

But in today’s high-tech world, the
phrase “smart classroom” describes new
tools and techniques resident in the room

Chris Sandstrom ‘75 and a crew from
his Cayuga Tree Service spent a Sep-
tember day on campus for a much-
needed pruning of the Robin Hood
Oak and some of the hackberries on
the Quad. In addition to being the low
bidder on the project, said Howard A.
Bruse, ESF Physical Plant supervisor of
grounds, Sandstrom returned a por-
tion of Cayuga’s fees to the College as
a donation. Cayuga was back on cam-
pus later in the fall for additional work
on the Robin Hood Oak and to prune
the English elms on the Quad.

William R. Bentley

to aid the professor, the class, and the
educational process and make it more ac-
cessible to a larger number of and more
geographically diverse people.

ESF, SUNY-Cortland, the Health Science
Center at Syracuse, and Binghamton Uni-
versity—through the collaborative I-81
Consortium—employed smart classroom
technology on the four campuses to pro-
vide more efficient use of campus resources.

A smart classroom may include a net-
work of student computers linked to the
professor’s, as well as distance-learning
connections. Multi-media tools also may be
available, including audio and video equip-

ment to incorporate both live and taped
broadcasts into the class.

ESF has mounted two courses through
the Consortium this fall: EFB 336: Dendrol-
ogy, taught by Dr. Donald L. Leopold; and
ERE 435: Environmental Technologies:
Water and Wastewater Treatment, taught
by Dr. James M. Hassett.

Binghamton University is offering a
course on discrimination law, and admin-
istrative teleconferencing and training
needs will be served throughout the year
by the new facilities.

The I-81 Consortium is exploring addi-
tional collaborative efforts between the
four schools aimed at more effective use of
academic and administrative resources.

Three New ESF
Trustees Appointed

Gov. George Pataki appointed three
Central New Yorkers to the ESF Board of
Trustees.

They are Thomas C. Burkly, president
and chief executive officer of Stearns and
Wheler Environmental Engineers & Scien-
tists; William L. McGarry Jr., vice president
and senior counsel with a division of Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co.; and Robert E. Moses, a
partner in the Bond, Schoeneck & King law
firm.

Burkly has 33 years of experience in
environmental engineering. His specialty
is water supply, treatment, and distribu-
tion. He is a registered professional engi-
neer in New York, Connecticut, and New
Hampshire.

McGarry has worked with Bristol-Myers
Squibb since 1974. He is vice president and
senior counsel with the company’s
Worldwide Medicines Group Technical
Operations.

Moses has been associated with Bond,
Schoeneck & King since 1960. His practice
emphasizes corporate, legislative, and ad-
ministrative law.

All are active members of their profes-
sional organizations and strong Central
New York community supporters.

Neil H. Ringler
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By D. Andrew Saunders

Mutual admiration characterized the ex-
panded strategy of using ESF undergradu-
ate and graduate students to teach field-
based science activities to New York state
science teachers this summer.

The new “instructors” in the latest edi-
tion of Stalking Science Education in the
Adirondacks soon complimented their
charges for enthusiasm and good humor—
still intact after years of classroom service.
At the same time, the 25 science teachers
enrolled in the course joined in special
praise for the fresh perspectives and ideas
contributed by our students.

Environmental and Forest Biology stu-
dents Kelly Houlihan ‘98, Jennifer Majchrzak
‘96, a beginning graduate student, Andre
Tanguay ‘98, and Ryan Aleva ‘97 each
contributed original activities taking the
teachers beyond traditional boundaries of
the science classroom.

Commented Sue Feustel, a science
teacher from Babylon, “Having the stu-
dents in the program this summer was a
terrific idea. They added to the experience
and were enthusiastic!” Said Aleva, “work-
ing closely with such dedicated science
educators made me realize I need to share
my knowledge of science with others.”

Zap! Pow! GlobalZap! Pow! GlobalZap! Pow! GlobalZap! Pow! GlobalZap! Pow! Global
Warming Is A HitWarming Is A HitWarming Is A HitWarming Is A HitWarming Is A Hit
In ClassIn ClassIn ClassIn ClassIn Class

By Claire B. Dunn

Students in Dr. Rainer Brocke’s General
Ecology class got a lively look Sept. 9 at two
sides of a much-debated topic.

The issue
was whether
or not hu-
mans have
created a
greenhouse
effect that is
causing glo-
bal warming.

On one
side of the ar-
gument was
Dr. Charles A.
Hall, armed
with slides,
charts, and his
sense of theatrics. At one point, racing
across Marshall Auditorium, he pretended
to be a photon. His photon zoomed away
from the sun and slammed into Earth,
becoming heat trapped in the atmosphere
by carbon dioxide (played by a student cast
in the role by Hall). His point: Humans have
created an industrial society that spews
carbon dioxide, causing Earth’s tempera-
ture to rise.

Not so, said Brocke, in his more re-
strained style. He argued that higher tem-
peratures cause an increase in carbon diox-
ide, not vice versa. He said evidence shows
that temperatures and the amount of car-
bon dioxide in the atmosphere have been
fluctuating since long before there were
humans driving cars and burning fossil fuel
in factories.

Brocke saved his best play on words for
the end of his allotted 20 minutes.

“The greenhouse effect is, in fact, a
house of cards,” he said.

In addition to presenting their own
arguments and supporting data, the de-
baters traded genteel compliments and
good-natured insults. Their lively battle has
become an annual event.

Teachers, Students ‘Stalk ScienceTeachers, Students ‘Stalk ScienceTeachers, Students ‘Stalk ScienceTeachers, Students ‘Stalk ScienceTeachers, Students ‘Stalk Science
Education’ In AdirondacksEducation’ In AdirondacksEducation’ In AdirondacksEducation’ In AdirondacksEducation’ In Adirondacks

Trained in the “Interpreting Field Biol-
ogy” course, based at ESF’s Adirondack
Ecological Center and the Newcomb Visi-
tor Interpretive Center, the students sharp-
ened skills in designing and presenting
student-inquiry based science education
exercises.

Participating science teachers from New
York, Vermont, Maryland, Massachusetts,
and New Hampshire searched hula-hoop
quadrants for salamanders, counted soil
mites, and learned first-hand the value of
using illustrated field notes to lead students
from personal observation to quantitative
studies.

Guest lecturer, Dr. Russell D. Briggs ‘79,
associate professor of Environmental and
Forest Biology, introduced the week-long
residential program. And at the end return-
ing participants explained their use of  Stalk-
ing Science strategies learned last year in
their own school districts.

The 10-year-old Stalking Science Educa-
tion program has had many students re-
turn to class over the years the program
has been held. And that’s likely to continue.
Said a science teacher this year on the
course evaluation: “Just invite me back!”

Saunders is a Faculty of Environmental
and Forest Biology research associate.

Beyond the boundaries: science teachers and ESF students on a field exercise.

Rainer Brocke
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By Rod Cochran

When Dr. Solomon F. Acree, a chemist, joined the College
faculty exactly 80 years ago this fall, it is unlikely the administration
had an abiding interest in anything as whimsical as the biochemi-
cal processes that changed green leaves to the brilliant yellows,
oranges, and scarlets that were falling on campus. Yet, who is to
know?

Acree’s first assignment, and two years later, that of Dr. Louis
E. Wise, was of a more practical nature—to start an educational
and research program in forest chemistry which included paper
making. But subsequent developments indicate that those leaders
envisioned the growing importance of chemistry to the everyday
lives of people, and especially to natural resources management.

In the context of the College’s early development it seems only
natural that administrators, aided by a charter containing a
creative interpretation of forestry, wanted to open chemistry’s
door, with its various hallways, to faculty and students. So, the
magic of autumn’s glorious colors could have come up.

Whatever the complete motivation, the creation of a chemistry
program bore the trademark stamp of the then-named New York
State College of Forestry at Syracuse University, which from the
beginning ignored the conventions of a traditional chemistry
education and linked several related disciplines with forestry. This
was a startling move in the early years of the century, but it
positioned the College as a leader in its field and provided the
flexibility to maintain this leadership to the present day.

Wise deserves credit for launching the chemistry program
(Acree left after a couple of years), and in 1920 Dr. C. Earl Libby
joined him to organize the first four-year curriculum in pulp and
paper manufacture in the country. Wise became nationally known
for his work in cellulose chemistry. He co-authored a wood
chemistry textbook, and early on attracted a number of graduate
students to the College—an essential ingredient for the budding
enterprise.

An innovator in a new field, he led the program with great
distinction until ill health forced his retirement in 1932, but by that
time wood chemistry research was firmly established on campus.
These were heady days for chemists. This was the era, for example,
when DuPont (where Wise worked previously) researchers pro-
duced nylon, the first synthetic fiber, and neoprene, a new type
of rubber.

When Libby assumed the chair of the department the name
was changed to Pulp and Paper Manufacture, to reflect the
growing importance of education and research in that field.
Forest chemistry faculty provided vital course instruction and
continued research in several areas. But it would be nearly two
decades before the College was ready to take another bold step
toward an expanded chemistry program. It was at the end of the
1940s, during the post World War II explosion in higher educa-
tion, when additional faculty were recruited with expertise in
polymer chemistry, laying the foundation for the present Faculty
of Chemistry.

Chemis t r y
Comes of Age

Chemis t r y
Comes of Age

Developments at the College during the early years shocked
the educational community—and started a tradition.
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Reviewing these developments from the vantage point of the
impressive $21.3 million Edwin C. Jahn Laboratory, one is struck
by the extraordinary vision of the early chemists and administra-
tors who nurtured two academic programs to national promi-
nence—organizational isomers?—now titled Chemistry, and Pa-
per Science and Engineering. Clearly, the chemist pioneers were
building dreams along with molecules in those cluttered labora-
tories in the basement of Bray Hall.

Big dreamers they were, but none could have imagined the
prestigious, multifaceted chemistry programs offered to graduate
and undergraduate students today. “Faculty members have a
broad range of research interests that provide interdisciplinary
opportunities and challenges for students,” said Dr. Anatole Sarko
’66, chair of the Faculty of Chemistry. “The graduate program is
essentially concentrated in four areas: polymer chemistry, bio-
chemistry, natural products chemistry and chemical ecology, and
environmental chemistry.” Doctoral and master’s students can
specialize in any one of these areas or may choose to combine
more than one specialty in the course of training.

While all research areas possess considerable strength indi-
vidually, Sarko claims that the department is still best known,
worldwide, for its first established program—polymer chemistry.
“The Polymer Research Center (PRC) continues to flourish, having
an associate membership of 17 faculty drawn, in addition to this
department, from elsewhere in the College and SUNY,” he said.

PRC members have published more than 1,500 research
papers, books, and scholarly works, and through their patents,
significant technology transfer has taken place. Three members
have been designated SUNY Distinguished Professors. Currently,
an important component of polymer chemistry research at the
College deals with the science and technology of polymeric

membranes—research that is amply supported by both industry
and federal granting agencies.

Other elements of the education/research program:
◆ The Cellulose Research Institute has organized 10 inter-

national scientific conferences, with several recurring topics: the
structure and physics of cellulose, the cellulose-water system, the
biosynthesis of cellulose, the chemistry and utilization of lignin,
and wood as a future chemical feedstock. Proceedings from these
conferences have been published in book form, gaining interna-
tional recognition for the College.

◆ The biochemistry program specializes in plant biochem-
istry, with ongoing research in chemical recognition and signaling
between organisms; biologically active natural products and
toxins, particularly of algal and microbial origins; and trace metal
and carbohydrate metabolism of nitrogen-fixing symbioses. Isola-
tion and structural characterization of bacterial polysaccharides is
a major interest, as is the environmental role played by bacterial
and fungal metabolic enzymes.

◆ The natural products chemistry faculty conduct research
in the transformation of abundant wood-pulping byproducts into
potential source materials for cancer chemotherapy treatments,
and potentially carcinogenic compounds formed when drinking
water is disinfected with chlorine. The chemical ecology compo-
nent of this concentration is in large measure an interdisciplinary
program involving the Faculty of Environmental and Forest
Biology. Its research encompasses the isolation, identification, and
synthesis of semiochemicals—natural compounds used in inter-
and intra-species communication. Much of the effort is directed at
pheromones of insect pests.

◆ Environmental chemistry research focuses on chemical
processes in air and aqueous environments, on scales that range

Laboratory dedication attendees move in to tour the new building after Dean Jahn and Governor Pataki cut the ribbon.
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from the chemistry of molecular diffusion across membranes to
the ocean/atmosphere exchange and global cycling of gas-
eous pollutants. It also deals with analytical problems of work-
ing with very dilute chemical species in environmental systems,
such as bodies of water, and with problems in tracing origins
and predicting fates of chemical contaminants—through con-
struction of computer models.

◆ Increasing effort currently is placed in the develop-
ment of computational chemistry and molecular modeling, as
sophisticated research methodology is applied to the chemistry
of large molecules. This occurs as a natural outgrowth of the
department’s traditional strength in the structural chemistry of
cellulose and other polysaccharides. Research in the latter fields
has been recognized by the American Chemical Society which
has awarded the prestigious Anselme Payen Award to five of
the current and emeritus faculty members.

◆ Undergraduate programs have developed in parallel
with graduate programs, and emphasize specialization in
different areas of applied chemistry. Uniquely at ESF, when
chemistry majors reach the junior level they choose one of
three options: polymer chemistry, environmental chemistry, or
biochemistry/organic chemistry of natural products. Each op-
tion requires three specialized courses which provide a consid-
erable measure of advanced knowledge compared with a classi-
cal chemistry curriculum. A senior research thesis also is required,
and this additional work is a decided advantage. Students gradu-
ate better prepared for a job in the profession or for success in
graduate school.

◆ The total research program of the Faculty of Chemistry
is much too extensive and complex to describe in these few pages,
but one statistic hints at its extraordinary productivity. During the
last 25 years, faculty members have been awarded more than $20
million in external funding support. During the same period, 508

B.S., 147 M.S., and 176 Ph.D. students were graduated. Per capita
Faculty of Chemistry research expenditures average more than
$50,000 annually. For ESF faculty as a whole, per capita expen-
ditures total $46,700 and the College ranks second in SUNY
(behind only Stony Brook).

Four Fundamental Words
The broad academic offerings and wide-ranging research

interests of faculty would boggle the minds of the early chemists
walking into Jahn Lab today. But would they be surprised? Not

likely, for the roots of current programs sprouted in
the basement of Bray. The achievements celebrated
this year at the College were genetically programmed
from the start, helped by a little gene splicing along
the way.

While other faculty specialized in such paper-
making problems as pulping methods, pulping reac-
tions, and bleaching, Wise maintained his interests in
the fundamentals of wood chemistry. Those four
words used by College historians are the key: “funda-
mentals of wood chemistry.”

Wise and other faculty taught courses in organic
chemistry and in wood chemistry. Within a few years,
a research team at the College studied the X-ray
diffraction of ammonia-cellulose crystal structures,
and Dr. Edwin C. Jahn ‘25, a young graduate student,
researched cellulose derivatives.

By 1938, Jahn returned to the College as professor
of forest chemistry to teach organic chemistry and
cellulose chemistry. He continued his research in the
plasticization of wood, the relation of lignin content to
paper fiber properties, and the preparation and prop-

Dean Edwin C. Jahn (standing) and graduate student circa 1957.

Chemistry Chair Anatole Sarko, left, Dean Edwin Jahn, center, and his son Carl
Jahn greet visitors to the Jahn Laboratory following dedication ceremonies.
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erties of cellulose derivatives and wood nitrates. Similar studies
were also under way, as the die had been cast in the direction of
a fundamental approach to wood chemistry, and that image is
very recognizable in the new Jahn Laboratory.

As the chemistry faculty grew in numbers and with a greater
emphasis on polymer chemistry, the decision was made to form
a Department  of Forest Chemistry in 1952. Jahn was associate
dean of Physical Science at the time and was responsible for faculty
recruitment for several years. Founding members of the new
department included Drs. Conrad Schuerch, whose research
interest was lignin chemistry; Vivian Stannett, who brought a wide
knowledge of cellulose derivatives and synthetic polymer science
to the College; Michael Szwarc, known internationally for his work
on bond dissociation energies and the discovery of the formation
of p-xylylene polymers from the vapor phase; and Tore Timell, who
studied hemicelluloses.

Stannett immediately started investigations on the a number of
paper and polymer technologies. Szwarc began a systematic
study of radical reactivity related to polymerization processes. Both
Stannett and Szwarc started extensive research on the permeabil-
ity of plastic films and coated papers to gases and vapors. Jahn’s
cellulose studies continued and Schuerch’s lignin research began
in earnest.

Clearly, the basement of Bray could no longer hold the
burgeoning program, so the new department was installed in
what is now the Alumni Lounge in Marshall Hall. By the mid-
1950s, Baker Laboratory was completed, Chemistry had a new
home, and Schuerch was named to chair the department.

These moves triggered a great burst of growth, and important
developments for the department, said Schuerch. The Cellulose
Research Institute was created, with Dr. Jan Joop Hermans as its
director. New faculty included Dr. Willem Prins, who studied the
physical chemistry of polymers, Dr. Kyosti V. Sarkanen, whose field

of interest was lignin chemistry, Dr. Ernest Sondheimer,
who developed biochemistry offerings, Dr. Robert T. LaLonde,
whose interests involved natural products, and Dr. John A.
Meyer ‘58, who initiated extensive research using radioiso-
topes.

In addition, the Analytical and Technical Services was
established that later assumed College-wide responsibilities
under Meyer’s leadership. And Schuerch’s research entered
a new, significant phase as he explored the mechanisms of
asymmetric induction and steric control in vinyl polymers,
and the synthesis of stereoregular polysaccharides for im-
munological and enzymic studies.

By 1962, Timell and Dr. Robert Marchessault had re-
placed Hermans and Prins at the Cellulose Research Insti-
tute, and that organization entered its most productive
period. The series of highly successful Cellulose Research
Conferences continued, and Timell published the multi-
volume text, Compression Wood in Gymnosperms.
Marchessault initiated an extensive research program on the
characterization of polysaccharide solid state structure by
physical methods, work that has been continued by Sarko.

Szwarc’s polymer program expanded greatly, especially
after his development of polymerization without termination, and
for his extensive studies of ions and ion pairs. He attracted
collaborators from around the world and received outstanding
international recognition from several countries. In 1966, the
State University of New York Polymer Research Center was created
with Szwarc as its director.

Three of Szwarc’s collaborators have devoted their entire
careers to the polymer program at ESF: Dr. Johannes Smid ‘57,
who continues research on defining polymerization processes
and developing specialty polymers; Dr. Paul M. Caluwe, whose
scholarship and
ability in or-
ganic synthesis
was first applied
in the polymer
program but
who is best
known for a
novel method
of synthesis of
unusual polycy-
clic aromatic
compounds;
and Dr. Ken-
neth J. Smith,
an expert in
polymer prop-
erties whose
most novel con-
tribution is his
explanation for
the ultimate or
m a x i m u m

Anatole Sarko, right, with then grad student
Terry Bluhm circa 1975.

Professor John Hassett’s (standing second from left) FCH 515 class
analyzed an Onondaga Lake water sample for the Jahn Laboratory’s
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strength of fibers, which he has demonstrated is not
limited by covalent bond breaking, but rather by the
stress-induced melting of fibrous crystallites.

The first steps were taken at the College in an
emerging discipline in 1968, when Sondheimer and Dr.
John B. Simeone, chair of the entomology department,
organized a lecture series titled “Perspectives in Chemi-
cal Ecology.” The book, Chemical Ecology, edited by
Sondheimer and Simeone, resulted from the lectures,
and was recognized as the first text in this new field. A
year later, Dr. Robert M. Silverstein came to ESF and
rapidly expanded the study of chemical communication
in insects and mammals. Subsequently, he and Simeone,
as co-editors, launched the new Journal of Chemical
Ecology. This interdisciplinary program enjoyed rapid
growth on campus, and continues to attract interna-
tional attention.

Future Shock
During the last 25 years, the disciplines and special-

ties of chemistry have evolved in a high-tech environment, and
their world-class status has been secured. Innovation continues to
blossom as many new faculty have been welcomed to campus.
These individuals with diverse research interests regularly receive
peer recognition in their fields.

What you will not find elsewhere, however, are some prognos-
tications of what the future holds for chemistry and students at
ESF, and those “developments” may be even more exciting than
those of the past. In the spirit of the historic dedication of Jahn Lab
with a time capsule to be opened in 2061 (ESF’s 150th anniver-
sary), some faculty members let their imaginations run free on a
recent sunny afternoon. While the years ahead appear to be as
bright as that day, Sarko reminded the group that such long-range
predictions based on present knowledge never come true. “Al-
ways,” he cautioned, “in science unexpected things occur—new
principles discovered, novel inventions, theoretical break-
throughs—that change everything afterward.” But that has never
stopped scientists from dreaming, and here are some time-
traveling thoughts aimed at the first half of the next millenium:

◆ The disciplinary lines between chemistry and biology will
vanish.

◆ Vastly increased computer power will be linked to micro-
sensors that will provide continuous, real-time information. Micro-
sensors placed in a lake will monitor pollution, for example, and
physicians will place them in patients for constant readings of
blood chemistry and other reactions.

◆ Speaking of computers, wait until you see the little hand-
held units that operate at the speed of light.

◆ Fuel cells that combine hydrogen and oxygen to form
water—rudimentary units are now in manned space vehicles—
will be used to produce electricity.

◆ Hot fusion research will yield practical results. The new
system of using lasers to fire up hydrogen to fuse it into helium,
releasing a tremendous amount of energy, holds promise.

◆ Environmental changes? Global warming could be-
come the defining event of the next century.

◆ The chemical feedstock industry based on natural re-
source products will require drastically different ways of manufac-
ture, as resources decline and society’s needs increase.

◆ Government-funded research will continue, as the politi-
cal system is generally in tune with the interests of society. Grants
will go toward perceived needs being investigated at goal-
oriented institutions.

◆ Campus life for students will be similar to today’s as
centralized learning environments have not changed materially
for five centuries. Information dissemination will change, how-
ever, as hand-held computers in classrooms will diminish the need
to teach facts, and instruction will become more conceptual.

◆ Chemistry labs will change dramatically, as computer
simulations take the place of bench-top experiments. Today, the
theory of quantum mechanics says that all processes and sub-
stances can be described, but in practice that is not possible—the
mathematical equations are not solvable. Faster computers will be
the key to better results. Future students will be able to describe
in reasonable detail what chemical processes look like before they
are tried in the lab.

◆ Undergraduate tuition at ESF will cost more than $20,000
per year.

When a chemistry program was founded at a forestry college
80 years ago, it raised many eyebrows in the educational and
scientific community around the country. But as it turned out, that
was only an omen, for ESF’s chemistry faculty, students, and
alumni have been producing surprises ever since. And, with the
dedication of the Jahn Laboratory, it is no longer surprising to
anybody that chemistry is one of the central thrusts of the State
University College of Environmental Science and Forestry.

Cochran, who retired from ESF in 1990 as assistant to the
president and professor, is a widely known free-lance writer on
outdoor topics.

ESF President Ross S. Whaley pays homage to Dean Jahn and the College’s
Chemistry Faculty during new building dedication ceremonies.
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Campus Profile

Israel
Cabasso:

The Grand
Wizard

by Claire B. Dunn

Dr. Israel Cabasso has spent countless
hours in ESF’s Baker Laboratory during the
last 17 years, crafting synthetic versions of
materials nature spent eons perfecting.

The result of his work are membranes
made of synthetic polymers. If you stacked
up 1,000 of them, the height of the pile
would equal the thickness of a single piece
of notebook paper.

“What we are doing may sound very
sophisticated,” said Cabasso, director of
the State University of New York Polymer
Research Center (PRC) at ESF. “But it’s very
primitive compared to what nature has
developed over millions of years with mem-
branes and natural polymers. The building
blocks of the membranes we produce are
synthetic polymers.”

There are synthetic polymers—chains
of many molecular units—just about every-

where you look.
Glancing around his office,

Cabasso said, “Everything you see
in this room here, from the desk to
the computer, to the chair, is made
of synthetic polymers.”

In the human body, every cell is
surrounded by a membrane, a thin
barrier that has selective perme-
ability; some things pass through a
particular membrane, others don’t.

“The body has countless sophis-
ticated membranes that chemists
and engineers are trying to simu-
late,” Cabasso said.

“Humans are really made of
polymers, some organic com-

pounds, bones and water.”  When some of
those polymers are in the form of healthy
membranes, you have a functioning hu-
man body.

“If you don’t feel good, it is because one
of the membranes isn’t working properly,”
Cabasso said.

Because of the work of scientists like
Cabasso, there are man-made polymer
membranes doing myriad tasks in automo-
biles, hospitals, spacecraft and food pro-
cessing equipment.

And thanks to the work of Cabasso and
his colleagues, ESF’s Faculty of Chemistry
has maintained its international renown as
a pioneer in the field of polymer science.

“He has an international reputation,
there’s no question about that,” said Anatole

Sarko, chair of the Faculty of Chemistry.
“Almost anyone in the whole world who
has some knowledge of or interest in poly-
mer compatibility or membrane science
knows of Israel. He has contributed greatly
to the department’s reputation.”

In his 17 years at ESF, Cabasso has
received millions of dollars in grant money
and has traveled all over the world as a
guest lecturer. He holds 18 patents and
has applied for four more.

In 1982, two years after he came to ESF
as a professor, Cabasso took over leader-
ship of the PRI from Michael Szwarc, the
ESF professor who founded the institute in
1966. Sarko described Szwarc as “some-
what of a legend in polymer chemistry.”
Szwarc won the prestigious Kyoto Award
for Advanced Technology, the Japanese
equivalent of the Nobel Prize, in 1991.

“Israel took over a well-known institute
and perpetuated it,” Sarko said.

Sarko said Cabasso oversees more doc-
toral students and attracts more post-doc-
toral associates and visiting scientists to ESF
than any other member of the chemistry
faculty. Cabasso also coordinates the chem-
istry graduate program.

Cabasso knew all about ESF before he
was offered a job on campus. He was
aware of the College’s reputation for excel-
lence in polymer science back in the late
1960s, as a doctoral student at the interna-
tionally famed Weizmann Institute of Sci-
ence in his native Israel. He had earned his
bachelor of science degree and his master’s
degree in chemistry at Hebrew University.

He was offered a job at Weizmann but
put his association with the institute on
hold when he came to the United States in
1974. He was invited to work on a federal
Environmental Protection Agency project
involving contamination of drinking water
in New Orleans. He developed a mem-
brane that is still used to purify drinking
water in communities around the country.

Cabasso chose to remain in the United
States on a permanent basis, although he
returns to Israel occasionally to visit and
work.  During a sabbatical leave from ESF
in 1987-88, he worked as a Meyerhoff
professor at the Weizmann Institute.

He holds both Israeli and United States
citizenship. He was reluctant to leave the

continued on next page

Israel Cabasso
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research opportunities available in the
United States.

“I can do all this research here at ESF.
This is the reigning institution of chemistry
that everyone knew about,” he said. “For
me it was a natural thing to come here. I
never thought I would be here for such a
long time.”

Cabasso admits to being a workaholic.
For years, he said, he worked 10 to 12

hours a day, seven days a week. He has
scaled back since 1991, when he worked
himself to the point of collapse. Still, there
are times when the lights in his office shine
all night, especially when he is in the final
throes of preparing a grant proposal.

“In the winter, there are times in the
morning when the guards come and ask
me to move my car so they can plow.”

Cabasso has consulted for companies
such as Dow Corning Corp., Texaco Inc.,
and Monsanto Corp., but he refuses to
abandon academia for corporate life.

“I do not want to be tied up in the
culture of companies and industry,” he
said. “There are things, like academic free-
dom and the freedom to do what I want to
do, the freedom to learn and pursue my
own research interests, that are much more
important for a scientist. And I’m talking
now for all my colleagues and the whole
scientific community. Money is not the
driving factor here.”

As he sees it, some scientists study how
nature works. They observe and measure a
natural process. And nature, he says, works
to combine and blend its various compo-
nents. But there are also scientists like
Cabasso, who put nature in reverse and,
sometimes, create material that nature
never has produced.

“Osmosis is a natural process. What we
are doing is reversing nature. Nature would
mix things and what we are doing is sepa-
rating things and creating things,” he said.

“Some philosopher called it ‘happy sci-
ence,’ where you create your own world,

where you synthesize something where
nature hasn’t done it before.”

Cabasso, with a smile, says his brand of
science is a type of wizardry. “OK. Suppose
you say, ‘I want to separate A from B.’ We
are here to fulfill your wish.”

Perhaps you want a drink, but the only
thing handy is slimy swamp water.

“Take sea water or brackish water and
apply pressure,” he said. “Only water passes
through the membrane. Salt is rejected.
This process is called reverse osmosis.”

He worked on the process for 12 years.
“Now it’s the process for desalting wa-

ter. I was heavily involved in developing
membranes that would perform this task,”
he said. “It takes much more energy to
cook thousands of gallons of water to
achieve the same thing by distillation.”

There are scores of other uses for syn-
thetic membranes.

They can separate oxygen from nitro-
gen in the air. They are used in heart/lung
machines, artificial kidneys and in cars.
They can also be used to produce electric-
ity and water, a role they play in fuel cells
aboard NASA’s space shuttles.

He held a short plastic strip in his hand,
flicked it back and forth and a tiny bulb at
the end flickered with light. The motion
creates friction within the polymer strip,
which, in turn, creates electricity.

“You can put it in the sea and let the
waves create the movement,” Cabasso said.
“It’s clean energy.”

His major current projects involve more
work on fuel cells and a collaborative effort
with researchers at the University of
Budapest to examine the use of polymer
waste in water purification.

“Fuel cells are a complex but interesting
means to produce electrical energy,” he
said. “It’s a fascinating operation—much
more efficient than using a conventional
combustion engine like the one in your car.”

The fuel cell work is based on an un-
usual type of membrane. Cabasso’s group
of ESF students and post-doctoral associ-
ates has been working for several years to
improve  the membrane.

To illustrate the water purification
project, he pointed to a printer hooked to
the computer in his office. “When you
don’t need this any more, it’s waste,” he
said. “We have a lot of plastic waste.”

By heating the waste to 1,000 degrees
Celsius, it can be converted to activated
carbon and used to extract contaminants
from drinking water.

“This is a new idea and we showed it’s
very effective,” he said.

Cabasso’s career was inspired by one
teacher who introduced him to the won-
ders of science.

“In the last year of elementary school,
we had an old, old teacher,” Cabasso said.
“He taught something like biology, but it
was not exactly biology. The translation to
English is ‘nature.’ Teva means nature in
Hebrew. He taught us the fundamentals of
chemistry. He was so interesting and good
that when I observed all the other chemis-
try teachers over the following years, I
found out why many students dislike chem-
istry. Not because chemistry is hard, not
because chemistry is not interesting, but
because the teachers are not good teach-
ers. They don’t know how to teach this
interesting scientific subject.”

He started asking questions about the
natural world.

“Early in life, I realized I didn’t know
what nature was made of. What is electric-
ity? What are the basic components of
things? What is the driving force?”

He is still researching some of those
questions. And he said he has found a
good place to seek the answers.

“There is something very unique to this
College and I tell it to everybody who
comes here,” he said. “I lecture at universi-
ties all over the country, all over the world,
and this is one of the best places to conduct
high-quality scientific research.

“At many other colleges, professors have
to kneel and grovel in front of a secretary to
get a paper moved from this pile to that
pile,” Cabasso said. “If they want to do
something, they have to go and make
presentations in front of some bureaucrat
they don’t know. Here, we don’t have to
do that. I know everybody. And most people
are very cooperative.”

“My success in doing things is partly
attributed to the environment here,” he
said. “Don’t think that I don’t complain
about things, but if you look at the whole
picture, this is a good place to be.”
Dunn is assistant director of ESF’s Office
of News and Publications.
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Small Stores is a service of the
ESF Office of Alumni Relations

Ordering information: 315-470-6632
Or, check out our web page: http://www.esf.edu/alumni

Check out our merchandise!

Stu Hosler ‘52 models a knitted scarf ($18) and golf umbrella ($15); Lori Sterling, Student Life secretary,
holds red plaid boxers ($13); Dewdney Liburd PSE ‘00 wears an embroidered sweatshirt (various colors,
$34) and Nancy Mayer ‘71 wears a printed logo sweatshirt (various colors, $26); Chris Todd ES ‘99, in a

blue embroidered sweatshirt, likes Melissa Petrin’s EFB ‘98 great “forest” tee-shirt ($15); Bob Sand ‘50 holds
a gorgeous field coat ($55) and sports an embroidered cap ($13) while classmate Harry Payne bends his

ear. The ESF bud vase ($7), coffee mugs ($6 ea.), glassware (two sizes, $4 each or four for $15), engraved
pens ($12) and mechanical pencils ($1), frisbees ($1), embroidered patches ($4), knitted afghan

($45), College pennant ($3), and much, much, more make great gifts for friends and family!
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Books and Monographs
Ames, Thomas B. (photography/art edi-

tor) et al., History of the 4th Marine
Division 1943-1996. The U.S. Marine
Corps Publishing Office, Washington,
DC. 1997. 160 pp.

Palmer, James F., Modeling Spacious-
ness in the Dutch Landscape. Report
119. Wageningen, The Netherlands:
Agricultural Research Department,
Winand Staring Centre. 1996. 92 pp.

Awards and Honors
Abrahamson, Lawrence P., Certificate of

Meritorious Service. From the Okla-
homa Department of Agriculture For-
estry Services Division. September
1997.

Manno, Jack. Elected president of Great
Lakes United.

Ma, Li-jun, Cathy M. Catranis, Hua Fan,
Scott O. Rogers, and William T.
Starmer, Best Poster Presentation/In-
novative and Novel Research. From
the Mycological Society of America at
the Annual Meeting of the American
Institute of Biological Sciences,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, August,
1997.

Sage Jr., Richard W. 1997 Environmental
Science Award. From the Adirondack
Park Local Government Review Board,
June, 1997.

On Campus

December 5 December Convocation.

December 5 Last day of classes (Syracuse campus).

December 20 Ranger School winter break begins.

January 7 Ranger School classes begin.

January 10 Alumni Basketball Pizza Party Luncheon prior to the SU v.
Louisville game. Additional information: Office of Alumni
Services, 315-470-6632.

January 13 Syracuse campus classes begin.

January 16-17 Great Lakes Research Consortium Annual Student/Faculty
Research Conference. Additional information: Great Lakes
Research Consortium, 315-470-6816.

February 6 Symposium on Teaching, Learning, and Technology. Addi-
tional information: IDEaS, 315-470-6810; or, www.esf.edu/
ideas.

February 8 Florida Alumni Reception (tentative). Jacksonville, FL. Addi-
tional information: Office of Alumni Services, 315-470-6632.

February 11 Florida Alumni Reception. Useppa Island, FL. Additional
information: Office of Alumni Services, 315-470-6632.

March Alumni Telefund begins.

March 28 Spring Awards Banquet.

April 14 Spotlight on Research ‘98: Graduate and Undergraduate
Research Symposium. 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Alumni Lounge,
Marshall Hall. Additional information: Russell D. Briggs, Fac-
ulty Subcommittee on Research, 315-470-6989.

April 30 Metropolitan NYC Alumni Reception. Additional information:
Office of Alumni Services, 315-470-6632.

June 4-6 Senior Alumni Reunions. Syracuse campus. Additional infor-
mation: Office of Alumni Services, 315-470-6632.


